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Abstract. - An explicit construction for nonbinary quantum Goppa codes (often
also called quantum AG codes) exceeding the quantum Gilbert-Varshamov bound
is given. First a weighted symplectic inner product is introduced and a method
how to transform weighted codes into quantum codes with respect to the standard
symplectic inner product is given. Then families of quantum Goppa codes using a
tower of function fields by Stichtenoth are constructed. Finally a proof that these
codes lie above the quantum Gilbert- Varshamov bound is given.

1. Introduction

Quantum error-correcting codes (QECC) have been developed in several ways to
protect quantum systems from decoherence and errors similarly to classical coding
theory. The first ideas were to use direct constructions [4]. Later the theory of
stabilizer codes was developed [7]. One method to construct classical codes and
transform them into QECCs is called CSS and used most of the time in connection
with algebraic geometrie codes [2]' [3]' [5]' [6]. A construction without using CSS can
be found in [10]. In the last years, attention was mainly paid to binary codes, but in
nature a lot of nonbinary quantum systems appear. Therefore it is natural to consider
nonbinary QECCs. Nonbinary quantum codes already have been constructed in [1]'
[8], [12]. Nonbinary constructions using algebraic geometry have been considered in
[9].
In this paper a direct and explicit construction of families of nonbinary QECCs

using a tower of function fields of [14] is given. These families are asymptotically
good and better than the quantum Gilbert- Varshamov bound. The structure of the
paper is the following: Section 2 introduces nonbinary quantum codes. In Section 3
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we see Goppa codes and their transformation to quantum codes including an impor-
tant result not published yet about an asymptotically good tower of function fields by
H. Stichtenoth. Section 4 consists of the main construction of good families of quan-
tum Goppa codes. The last section proves that the asymptotics of these constructed
codes lie above the quantum Gilbert- Varshamov bound.

2. Nonbinary quantum codes

In this section some basic definitions and main theorems ab out nonbinary quantum
stabilizer codes are given. A weighted symplectic inner product is introduced and a
way how to transform codes with respect to this weighted symplectic inner product
to quantum stabilizer codes with respect to the standard symplectic inner product.
For a more detailed introduction to quantum codes and quantum stabilizer codes see
[11].

Let K be a finite field of odd characteristic. The common way to define a stabilizer
code is to take vectors of length 2n, the first n entries stand for the X-errors, the
second n entries for the Z-errors on the n qudits, where:

xj li) = li + j), zj li) = e 2;; .tr(i.j) li)

with i,j E K, addition in K, and tr : K -. lFp the trace map. A generator matrix of
a code is of the form (XIZ). This defines an [ln, k, d]]-code. Here n is the length of
the codewords, k = n - l is the dimension of the code, where l is the number of rows
of the generator matrix, and d is the distance of the code. A stabilizer code satisfies
a symplectic inner product, i. e. for all codewords x, Y (x, Y)s = L~=l (Xi Yn+i -
xn+i Yi) = O. We now introduce a weighted version of this symplectic inner product
which gives more freedom in constructing stabilizer codes. This will be useful in
particular in the nonbinary case.

Let us call (x, y)~ = L~=l ai(xi Yn+i - Xn+i Yi) a weighted symplectic inner product
where the coefficients ai 1= 0 are elements of the alphabet (Le. elements of the finite
field). If we construct a code C that satisfies (x, y)~ = L~=l ai(xi Yn+i - Xn+i Yi) =

0, we can change the codewords of C by multiplying each component Xi of every
codeword by the corresponding ai, for 1 ::; i ::;n. Hence we change the codewords
(Xl"", XnIZI,"', Zr,) to (alXl, ... , anXnIZI,"', Zn) and we get a stabilizer code that
is self-orthogonal with respect to the standard symplectic inner product and has a
generator matrix

(

al' CI,1 an . CI,n CI,n+1 CI,;2n) .

al . Cl,l an . CL,n Cl,n+l Cl,2n

This code satisfies (x', y')s = L~=l (ai Xi Yn+i - Xn+i ai Yi) = (x, y)~ = 0 for all new
codewords X', y'. The code properties do not change by this transformation:
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Lemma 2.1. ~ Let C be a linear code over JFpm which is sel/-orthogonal with respect
to the weighted symplectic inner praduct ( , )~ and has a corresponding quantum code
with parameters [ln, k, d]] and generator matrix

( c~., CI,n CI,n+1 CI,2n )Q= :

Cl,l Cl,n Cl,n+l CI,2n

Then the code C' with generator matrix

( a, c'.' an' CI,n CI,n+1
C'2n )

Q'= :

al . Cl,l an' Cl,n Cl,n+l CI,2n

where the Ci,j are the elements 0/ Q, defines a stabilizer code with respect to the
standard symplectic inner product ( , )8 with the same parameters [ln, k, dj].

Praof. ~ It is easy to show that Q' defines a stabiiizer code with respect to the
standard symplectic inner product:
Let x = (alxl, ... , anxn, Xn+l,"', X2n), Y = (aIYI, ... , anYn, Yn+l, ... , Y2n) E C',

then

(X'Y)8
n

2.)aiXi) . Yn+i - Xn+i . (aiYi)
i=l

o

because (Xl"", X2n), (YI, ... , Y2n) E C and C is a stabilizer code with respect to
( , )~. Therefore C' is a stabilizer code.
The reason why the parameters [ln, k, d]] do not change when going to Q' is the

following:

- The code length n stays the same, because all codewords still have the length
2n.

- The number of encoded qudits also does not change, because Q' = Q . D where
D = diag(al,"', an, 1, ... ,1). Since D E GL(2n, JFpm), we have that Q and Q'
have the same rank.

- The distance d of the code could only change, if the weights of the normalizer
elements change. This is not possible, because all coefficients ai -I- 0 and JFp'"
is a field and has no zero divisors. Therefore the weights stay the same and the
distance of the code, too, because

d = min{wt(x) I X E N(S)\S}.

Detailed descriptions about the distance of a quantum code can be found in
[11].

o
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3. Some results about Goppa codes

This section summarises some results about towers of function fields, Goppa codes
(also called AG codes), and their transformation to quantum codes in order to provide
a method to construct asymptotically good quantum Goppa codes (or quantum AG
codes). The following theorems and propositions provide all preliminaries for the
proof of the main result, Theorem 4.1, of this paper.

The following theorem is a short version of Theorem 1.7 and Proposition 4.4 of
[14] by H. Stichtenoth.

Theorem 3.1. - Let q = p2r be a square, p > 2 a prime, r ;:::1. Then there exists
a tower 0/ /unction fields (Fi) over lFq 0/ transcendental degree one such that:

1. The number 0/ rational places 0/ Fi is given by N(Fi) = 2ni + ki where
ki/g(Fi) -----? 0 and

ni 0i-1
-- -----? ---.
g(Fi) 2

2. There exists an automorphism ai 0/ Fi 0/ order 2, a differential fJi 0/ Fi!
and rational places PI, ... , Pn, such that the 2ni rational places are given by

(i) p(i) p(i) (i) . . d'f'f. F h h.PI , ai I , ... , n" aiPn, ,pa2rw2se 2JJerent. urt ermore we ave.
(a) All differentials fJi satis/y

ai (fJi) -fJi'

(b) (fJi) = -Di +Ai with Di = PI +aiPI + ... +Pn; +aiPn, , (deg Di = 2ni),
Ai ;:::0, and supp(Ai) n supp(Di) = 0.

-. O.

g(Fi)
ki

g(Fi)

2. (a) The differential is given in [14] by fJ = dw/(l- z) with Wy/q-I = z and
JFq(z) is the rational function field. Take an automorphism a of order
two. An automorphism like that exists because of Sylow's Theorem: The
order of the group of automorphisms of Fi over the rational function field
is 2ni, because deg(FdlFq(z)) = 2ni and FdJFq(z) is Galois. Therefore it
is divisible by two, a prime number, and by Sylow's Theorem there exists
an automorphism of order two. This automorphism can be chosen to map

Proof -

1. Theorem 1.7 (j) in [14] states that N(Fi)/g(Fi) -. 0i - 1 and that the place
PI corresponding to (1 - z) in the rational function field lFq(z) is completely
splitting in all extensions. We define N(Fi) = 2 ni + ki and 2 ni is the number
of places over PI in the extension Fi. We get from [14, Thm. 1.7]:

ni 0i-1-. 2
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w to -wand to permute the support of Ai, because Ai is the pole and
zero divisor of w. So we have for z:

(_W)y'q-I z,

-TI.

d a(w)
a(l) - a(z)

and therefore for the differential TI

a(TI) a( dw )
1-z

-dw
1-z

(b) The last statement is exactly [14, Prop. 4.4 (i)].

D

To use such a tower of function fields, we need the following proposition and corol-
laries. They provide the necessary machinery to use classical coding theory for the
construction of quantum stabilizer codes. Proposition 3.2 is a generalisation of [10,
Prop. 1].

Proposition 3.2. - Let FlWq be an algebraic function field, a an automorphism of
F of order two not moving elements in Wq, and PI,"" Pn pairwise distinct places of
degree one such that aPi =1= Pj for all i, j = 1, ... , n, D = PI +- .. +Pn+aPI + ... +aPn.
Let TI be a differential with the properties

{
vp,(TI) = vaP, (TI)= -1,

resp, (TI) = -resaP, (TI).

Further assume that we have a divisor G such that aG = G, VP, (G) = VaP, (G) = O.
Define

C(D, G) = {(f(PI),"', f(Pn), f(aPd, ... , f(aPn)) I fE £(G)} ~ IF~n.

Let H = D - G + (TI), then we have C(D, G)J..~ = C(D, H) where

a = (al"", an) (resp, (TI), ... , resp" (TI))

and the elements ai are the weights of the symplectic inner product (x, y)~ =

L~Iai (Xi Yn+i - Xn+i Yi)'
Proof. - The proof is similar to the one of [10, Prop. 1]. The only difference is the
more general assumption that resp, (TI)= -resaP, (TI), instead of 1 and -1. D

Corollary 3.3. - For G ::;H, G and H as in Proposition 3.2, we have C(D, G) ~
C(D, H). 1f we multiply

CI(D, G) = C(D, G) . diag(resp, (TI), ... , resp" (TI), 1, ... ,1)

then CI is alinear self-orthogonal code with respect to the standard symplectic inner
product. This code modification does not change the code properties and defines a
quantum stabilizer code, called a quantum Goppa code.
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Proof - Proposition 3.2 yields C(D, G)-.L~ = C(D, H) and as H 2 G, it follows
C(D, G) C;;;; C(D, H) = C(D, G)-.L~.Hence we can apply Lemma 2.1 and the corollary
is proven. D

Corollary 3.4 ([10, Cor. 3]). - We use the same notations as in Proposition 3.2.
Furthermore, we assume that G :::;H. Then we can construct an [ln, k, dJ] quantum
code Q, where

k = dimH-dim(H-D)-n.

For the minimum distance d of Q, we have

d 2 n -lde;H J .

4. Construction of asymptotically good quantum codes

In the following section we will construct families of quantum Goppa codes over
nonbinary finite fields. The main idea of this construction goes back to the construc-
tion of good binary quantum codes [10] and of quantum Goppa codes over hyperel-
liptic curves [11].

Theorem 4.1. - Let q = pm, p > 2 prime, m even. Furthermore let (Fi) be the
tower 0f function fields over lFq constructed in Theorem 3.1. Then this tower yields
the construction of a family of ([[ni, ki, dd])iEN quantum Goppa codes with limits

!im ni + 00,
i---+oo

. . ki
hmmf- > R,
i-+oo ni

I. . f diImm -
i...-.4OO ni >

1- R 1
-2-- y'q-l'

where R can be chosen with 0 :::;R:::; 1 - 2/(y'q -1).
The limits of the quantum code projected onto the base field are given by

!im ni +00,
i---+oo

r . f ki > R,ImIn -
i---+oo ni

r . f di l-R 1
Imm - > ---

m(y'q - 1)'i---+oo ni 2m

Praof - We use the notation of Theorem 3.1.
Let Ai be given by Theorem 3.1 and denoted by Ai = L.jEI; tjTj and (Ji as in

Theorem 3.1. Let Gi be chosen Gi = L.jEI; ljTj with 0:::; lj :::;1/2 tj for all j, lj E Z
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L(tj -lj)Tj
JEI;

such that aiGi = Gi. The elements lj will be fixed later on, we think of them as
variables. Then Hi satisfies

Di-Gi+("7i)

- L ljTj + L tjTj
JEI; JEI;

> Gi'
The last equation follows because lj :s; 1/2 tj and therefore lj :s; (tj -lj) for all j.
Let the coefficients lj be chosen such that ni + gi - 1 :s; deg Hi < 2ni where gi is

the genus of Fi. Furthermore let Ti = deg Hi - (ni + gi - 1).
We use the pairs of rational places (Pj,aiPj) with the automorphism ai of order

two that satisfies aiGi = Gi and the differential "7i with ("7i) = -Di + A; given by
Theorem 3.1.
The properties of "7i and ai imply that

resa,Pj ("7i) = respj (ai"7i) = -respj ("7i).

With Proposition 3.2, and Corollary 3.3 we can construct an [[ni, ki, di]] quantum
Goppa code Ci' Its code properties can be calculated by Corollary 3.4:

di > ni -l de~ Hi J
ni + gi -1 + Ti> ni - 2

And for ki we have to consider that

deg Hi - deg Di

degHi - 2ni < O.

Therefore we know that dim(Hi - Di) = 0 [13, 1.4.12]. So we get for ki:

ki dimHi - dim(Hi - Di) - ni

> deg Hi + 1 - gi - ni

ni + gi - 1+ Ti + 1 - gi - ni = Ti.

Now we define R to be given by Ti = lRn;j, 0 :s; R :s; 1 - 2/ (y/q - 1). The choice of
R fixes our elements lj. Therefore we can calculate the following limits

1. . f ki 1" f Ti R1m m - > 1mm -::::: ,
i---'tcx) ni 7.---+00 ni

> 1. . f ni - gi + 1 - TiImm ------
i--->oo 2ni

> 1- R l' . f gi---lmm-
2 i--->oo 2ni

1- R 1
-2- - y/q-1'
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FIGURE1. Asymptotically good family of quantum codes constructed in
Section 4 over lF3 and lF5.

The projected code [[nf, kf, df]] leads to

kP r . f mkilim inf---j;- > ImIn -- > R,
~---+oo ni i-+oo mni

r . f df > r . f diImlll p Imlll --
i---+oo ni i-+oo mni

l-R 1> ---
m(y'q - 1)'2m

For a detailed descri btion of how to pro ject quantum codes see [11]. D

If we calculate the properties of the constructed quantum codes projected onto 1F3
and 1F5 over 1F3", and 1F5,", we getthe limits shown in Figure 1.

5. Comparison of constructed code and quantum Gilbert- Varshamov
bound

If we do not project the codes onto the base field, most of them will have asymp-
totics that lie above the quantum Gilbert- Varshamov bound. One example is given
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FIGURE 2. This figure shows that the asymptotics of the constructed code
Hepartly above the quantum Gilbert-Varshamov bound over the field lF36

in Figure 2. The quantum Gilbert-Varshamov bound over lFq2 is given by

or in logarithmic notation by

k
n

where we define the r-ary entropy function as usal by

In general, all codes construced in Section 4 over a finite field with at least 81
elements are partly better than the quantum Gilbert- Varshamov bound. This is
proven in the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1. - Let q = pr be a prime power with q ~ 9. Then the family of
quantum Goppa codes over lFq2 constructed in Section 4 exceeds the quantum Gilbert-
Varshamov bound in its asymptotics.
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Proof - Let us denote the asymptotics kin by '" and d/n by 8. For the constructed
code of Section 4 we have

2"'c = 1-28 ---q -1'
which is a linear monotone decreasing function in d.
The quantum Gilbert- Varshamov bound is given by

"'gv 1- 2Hq2 (8)

1 - 2(-810gq2 8 - (1 - 8) 10gq2 (1 - 8) + 810gq2 (q2 - 1)).

This function is convex in 8 as the second derivative is strictly greater than zero. It
has a minimum in 8 = (q2 - 1)/q2 > 1/2 for q > y'2. We are only interested in those
values of 8 where "'c ::::0, therefore 0 :::;8 :::;1/2. The field size is by definition q ::::3.
Therefore the Gilbert- Varshamov bound is strictly decreasing in the considered part.
Because "'gv is convex, the two graphs will have at most two intersection points.

For 8 = 0 the Gilbert- Varshamov bound is equal to one and therefore greater than
the constructed code value "'c for a fixed field IFq2. So it suffices to show that for
"'c = 0 it holds that "'c > "'gv for all q ::::9, because then the two graphs must have
an intersection point and the graph of the code constructed in Section 4 lies partly
above the Gilbert-Varshamov bound. Für 1 - 28 - 2/(q - 1) = 0 we have:

"'gv("'c = 0) 1 - 2( -810gq2 8 - (1 - 8) 10gq2 (1 - 8) + 810gq2 (q2 - 1))

Easy calculations show that this expression is smaller than zero for q ::::9:

(
3 8 1 3 )kgv(kc = 0) < 1 - 2 Slogs1 3 + 2"10gs12 + Slogs1 80 < O.

Therefore for all q ::::9 the constructed code exceeds the quantum Gilbert- Varshamov
bound. D
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